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AIM

RESULTS

To work toward the ability to monitor dose
quantitatively using Cherenkov light. This
requires correcting for tissue optical properties.
We propose that the planning CT can be used to
correct for the differences in tissue density,
which is among the most substantial of
attenuators.

The spatial mapping of the CT scan enabled a pixel-by-pixel correction of the Cherenkov image. This improved the standard deviation over the
means (σ/μ) of light output per unit dose by roughly 12%-13%. Light to dose linearity (R2) increased by anywhere from 17% to 28%, depending on
evaluation of beam energy and entrance or exit beam.
Figure 5: Dose-normalized
Cherenkov images illustrate
the variability in amount of
light emitted per unit
absorbed dose (extracted
from treatment plan). In
spatial CT images (__1), the
qualitative similarities
between increased
attenuation can be seen as
compared to regions of
increased attenuation in the
uncorrected Cherenkov
images (__2). The calibration
in Figure 8 is used to correct
Cherenkov images (__3)
which then illustrates not only
an increase in linearity in the
response between patients,
but within the same patient
image, regions that were
previously and comparatively
heavily attenuated are now
more comparable.

Vidoe 1: Tissue optical properties can be
divided into several categories. The goal is to
achieve linearity with dose.
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Figure 6: The calibration in Figure
8 is used to establish the
relationship between the
corresponding Cherenkov light
output and average CT# (HU).
Using this information, linear
correction factors are computed
(Equation 1) and assigned to each
pixel in the original (not dosenormalized) images. In (a) the
uncorrected entrance beam
images are shown for 6 MV beam
energies, with the computed
standard deviation over the mean
(or coefficient of variation (COV)
expressed as percent), along with
the linear fit R2. In (b) there are
notable improvements in the COV
and the R2 for the corrected
images. Subfigures (c) and (d)
mimic (a) and (b), respectively, and
differ only in that they present exit
beam data, for which notable
improvements are also observed.

Linearity between emitted Cherenkov light has
been established in the absence of attenuating
features. Correcting for these features and
characteristics would allow clinicians to know
the deposited dose at the time of treatment.
In vivo dose can currently only be realized
using time- and labor-intensive dosimeters.

Equation 1 : The corrected, dose-normalized Cherenkov light intensity 𝐼𝑐orr,𝐷 𝐸 can be
realized by taking the product between the simple multiplicative correction
factor 𝑐 𝐻𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝐸 with the uncorrected intensity 𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝐷 𝐸 .. Fitting parameters
𝐴, 𝑏, 𝐶, 𝐷 are listed below in Figure 8. A normalization CT# endpoint of -135 HU was selected
as this represented a very low-density breast tissue which is unlikely to be extended beyond.

Figure 8: The calibration is generated by sampling over 20 ROI’s for each patient, 10
corresponding to regions of very little, feature-based attenuation (light gray points), and 10
corresponding to regions of much attenuation (e.g. areola, surgical scar, prominent blood
vessels, dark gray points). The resulting function is a summed exponential which appears to
have continuity despite the dramatically reduced signal. In (a), this is shown for images
recorded at 6 MV beam energies, and in (b), for 10 MV imaged treatments. Fitting
parameters and goodness of fits are shown adjacent to each respective calibration.

Figure 2: Linearity exists
between optical light
signal and absorbed dose
in non-absorbing media.

Figure 3: Dosimeters currently
utilized for in vivo dose
measurements involve time to
place and to process. Imaging
dose with intensified cameras
would offer a means of
obtaining dose information
remotely and require less
processing.

METHODS
The CT scan is rendered as an isosurface, and normal vectors are generated at
every surface vertex. The directionality of each vector is reversed and CT# is
sampled along multiple locations up to 5 mm into the tissue. That average is
projected onto the patient volume, translated to the perspective of the
Cherenkov camera, registered to the patient background image, and masked
using the Cherenkov light field. (Patients consented through IRB-approved study.)

Figure 4: (a)-(d) differences in fibroglandular
to adipose tissue are apparent. The magenta
outline indicates the region sampled (where
only the surface is relevant for Cherenkov
dosimetry). (e) the rendered CT scan is used
to co-register to the background image from
treatment (f). (g) shows the map of surface
normal vectors prior to sampling.

Figure 7: All patients in this study
are treated with two opposing 6X
tangent beams, as shown in Figure
6. Five of these patients’
treatments additionally consisted
of two opposing 10 MV beams at
the same gantry angle, shown
here in (a)-(d). Note once again
the improvement in the overall
coefficients of variation and R2,
despite the smaller sample size.

FUTURE WORK
In future work, we aim to couple inter-patient
tissue optical property corrections with additional
corrections to address inter-fractional changes,
mostly pertaining to erythemic skin irritation.
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